
TECHNICAL FEATURE

Fig. 1 The CCMT load pull
setup for compression
and ACP measurements.

MACRO FILE AND DESIGN
WINDOW COMPRESSION
LOAD PULL MEASUREMENTS
This article describes measurement and evaluation algorithms that allow full
load pull tests to be performed while drining  transistors automatically into
desired gain compression and measuring a selection of parameter-s, such as
output power, gain, efficiency, intermodulation, adjacent-channel power (ACP),
DC bias and harmonic loads, as a function of input power The Design Window
evaluation sopware identifies load conditions for which a set of design
requirements are fulfilled simultaneously. Examples of measured contours and
three-dimensional suface plots are included.

ccurate  design of power amplifiers for
cellular and personal communications
service (PCS) applications imposes

strict requirements on RF parameters, such as
output power, gain, ACP and efficiency. For
example, the chip area is determined by the
transistor’s compressed output power driving
capabilities as well as the trade-offs between
RF parameters under linear operating condi-
tions. Such trade-offs are the result of the
competing nature of RF parameters such as
ACP and efficiency. In order to determine the
optimum operating conditions, the devices
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must be tested under all possible source and
load termination conditions and for power ex-
citation levels covering the entire range from
linearity to complete compression. Moreover,
with all data available simultaneously, a meas-
urement software must select the points that
fulfill all RF requirements at the same time.
These requirements are referred to as a de-
sign window since they determine if it will be
possible to construct a targeted design using
the specific transistor and what source and
load impedances will be required in the am-
plifier design. This article describes the meas-
urement and evahiation routines implemented
in a standard computer-controlled microwave
tuner (CCMT)-1808 load pull system that fa-
cilitate such a task.

As shown in Figure I, the CCMT load pull
system includes two programmable tuners
that operate from 0.8 to 18 CHz, an IBM PC-
compatible tuner controller, a general-purpose
interface bus (GPIB) interface, and calibration
and measurement software. The tuners  and
other passive components in the setup, includ-
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ing the test fixture, are calibrated be-
forehand on a vector network analyz-
er, The network analyzer must be cal-
ibrated using a coaxial thru-reflect-
line (TRL) technique for adequate
accuracy. The load pull software al-
lows for TRL calibration of the tran-
sistor test fixture and de-embedding
of all measured data to the reference
plane of the device under test
(DUT). The calibrated system’s over-

all accuracy is verified using the back-
to-back method in which a thru line
is inserted in the test fixture and the
tuners are driven to complex conju-
gate impedances. The total gain then
is measured close to 0 dB. The sys-
tem is calibrated at 181 or 361 dis-
crete points on the Smith chart up to
reflection factors of 0.9 and can be
used for several months without re-
calibration.

The control software permits any
interpolated impedance within the
tuning range to be synthesizrtl  with
an accuracy of better than 40 dB.
Thus, the resolution obtained exceeds
10,000,000  impedances at I GHz.
Fine-tuning is possible using the
computer cursors, mouse or key-
board. Parasitic oscillations are prac-
tically eliminated because the tuners,
having a lowpass behavior, present
roughly 50 R to the transistors at all
frequencies below X00  MHz.

In addition to impedance tuning,
the load pull software includes other
unique features such as automatic
search for maximum gain, output
power and efficiency. This search
does not involve load pull, but a di-
rect gradient search with fine-tmling
resolution. For the purpose of this
work, a new algorithm has been de-
veloped that allows peak search of
output power or gain under gain
compression conditions. In other
words, for each tuned impedance
during the gradient search, the input
power is swept until the transistor
reaches the desired compression lev-
el. The power or gain then is meas-
ured and compared with the values
measured previously to determine
the direction of the next step in the
search. Despite its complexity, this
routine requires only a few minutes
to converge and delivers very useful
data, especially in source pull. Usual-
ly, these data can be obtained only by
using alternate and lengthy compres-
sion source and load pull tests.

The Macro File operation drives
the complete  measurement  se tup
from a script (ASCII) file that can be
generated either from inside the load
pull system or by using a simple edi-
tor program such as Edit or Notepad.
A multitude of macro commands al-
low for simple, medium and complex
ope ra t i ons . ’  S imp le  mac ro  con -
mands include keywords sl~ch as
INIT (for tuner initialization), TUNE
(for impedance synthesis), GPIB for
direct GPIB control and more com-
plex commands such as BIAS (for
controlling the DC bias of transis-
tors) ,  PIN-POUT (for  saturat ion
measurements), PEAK (for automatic
search of maximums) and C-PEAK
(for searching maximums under com-
pression conditions)
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